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P E R C E P T I O N .
§ 1 . S u b j e c t  M a t t e r  a n d  P u r p o s e  o p  t h i s  W o r k .

1. A ll s u c c e s s f u l  h u m a n  a c t i o n  is  p r e c e d e d  b y  
r i g h t  k n o w l e d g e .  T h e r e f o r e  t h i s  ( k n o w l e d g e  w i l l  
be  h e r e )  i n v e s t i g a t e d .

(1.6). In this sentence the importance of the subject of the pre
sent work is pointed to. The body of a literary work, indeed, has a double 
aspect, it consists of words and subject matter. The words, in the 
present case, have no other purpose than to convey their meaning; 
they will not be analysed. But if the subject matter were of no use, 
no work could be devoted to an enquiry1 into it, just as no reason
able man would ever undertake an enquiry about the teeth of the crow, 
because this would serve no purpose.1 2 Wishing to show that this trea
tise deserves to be written, the author points to the importance of 
its subject matter (1.10). Because (says he) all successful human ac
tion is preceded by right knowledge, therefore this (phenomenon) 
must be investigated, and with this aim the present treatise is under
taken. Such is the meaning of the (prefatory) sentence.3 (2.2). (By 
making this statement, viz.) by stating that right knowledge — the

1 pratipatti =  bstan-pa.
2 We would expect kâka-danta-parïksâ-prayojana-abhâvât, since the mean

ing is not that the teeth are useless, but that an investigation about unexisting teeth 
is useless, cp. T ätp ., p. 1. 17, and infra, p. 2. 22. (text). This would agree with 
V in lta d e v a ’s interpretation according to whom the vyutpatti ( =  parïksâ) must 
have a prayojana. Since vyutpatti is already the prayojana of the treatise itself 
(prakarana-Sarira), its importance will then be prayojanasya prayojanam. To this 
double prayojana D h a rm o tta ra  takes exception, he is thus obliged to give a so
mewhat awkward turn to his example. But cp. T âtp ., p. 28. 12, nisprayojane (-am?) 
pariksäm.

3 V in lta d e v a , p .31.10, has interpreted the first sentence as containing an 
indication 1) of the subject-matter (abhidheya =  samyag-jHäna), 2) of its aim 
(prayojana ~  vyutpatti), 3) their connection (sambandha) and 4) the aim of the aim 
(prayojanasya api prayojanam), the latter referring to the real importance of the 
study of the theory of cognition, since cognition is involved in every purposive ac
tion. D h a rm o tta ra  objects to the unusual prayojanasya prayojanam. He takes 
the first sentence as a whole, indicating the importance of a study of the theory of

CHAPTER I.



2 A SHOBT TREATISE OP LOGIC

subject matter of this treatise — is the cause1 of all successful human 
action, the importance (of a theory of cognition is alone) stated (di
rectly). (2.3) But by making such a statement the subject-matter (of 
the work), its aim and its fitness2 (for that aim) are (indirectly) in
dicated. Indeed when it is being stated that right knowledge, the 
source of all (successful) human action,3 will be analysed in the pre
sent work, it is also implied that right knowledge is the subject-mat
ter of this literary composition, its aim is an analysis of (the pheno
menon) of knowledge, and the work itself represents the means 
through which the analysis (is achieved). (2.5). Directly stated is thus 
only (one) point, the importance of the subject matter, (the other points), 
its fitness etc., are then implicitly understood.4 The (prefatory) sentence 
alone is not adequate to give a direct statement of the subject mat
ter, the purpose and the connection between them (separately). By 
naming directly only one point, it indirectly alludes to all three. (2. 7). 
The word «this» (knowledge) points here to the subject matter. The 
words «willbe investigated» — to the purpose. The purpose here meant 
(is double). For the author it is the task of composing the work, 
whilst for the student it is the task of studying it. (2.9). Indeed, all 
reasonable men set themselves to work when they have some useful 
aim in view. To the questions5 as to why has the Master written this 
treatise and why should it be studied by the pupils, it is answered 
that its purpose is an analysis (of knowledge). I t  is written by the 
author in order that he may himself become the teacher for those

cognition, and then the three usual preliminaries as implicitly contained in it. He 
thinks that a distinction between prakaranasya Sarira-prayojanant and abhidheya- 
prayojanam is useless, since ëarlra is first of all Sabda which is not investigated.

1 uktvâ must be inserted before prayojana, p. 2 .2 , cp. Tib. rgyu-Hid-du 
bstan-pas.

2 sambandha.
3 purusa-artha-upayogi — purusa-artha-siddhi-hetu.
4 Lit., p. 2. 5. «Therefore by the force of direct statement (abhidhäna) of 

the importance (prayojana) of the part (which is) the snbject, connection etc. are 
expressed ». Dh. thus insists that the first sii tra, as a whole (samudäyärtha), refers 
directly to abhidheya-prayojana, i. e. to the importance of a theory of cognition, 
the three usual preliminaries are then to be understood implicitly. V in lta d e v a  
thinks that abMdheya and prayojana are expressed directly (read mnon-du instead 
of snon-du, p. 32. 2 of M. de la  V a llé e -P o u s s in ’s edition in B. L) and 
sambandha indirectly. The importance of a theory of cognition is then conceived 
by him as a prayojanasya api prayojanam (p. 33.8).

5 iti samSaye.
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-who are being instructed in (the theory of) cognition, and it is stu
died by the pupils desirous of acquiring for themselves the instruc
tion delivered by the Master. An analysis of knowledge is thus the 
purpose of both the composition and the study of the work. (2.13). 
No word (in the prefatory sentence) indicates the connection between 
the subject matter and the purpose. I t  must be supplied from the 
context.1 Indeed when a reasonable man is working at this treatise 
for the sake of an analysis of right knowledge, this treatise is just 
the means of attaining his purpose and there is no other. Thus it is 
clear that the relation between this treatise and its aim is that of an 
expedient and the thing to be expedited.

(2.16). However, (the advisability of stating these topics at the 
beginning can be questioned), since, even if they are stated, no rea
sonable man will accept them without further evidence, before having 
looked into the book. This is true! Without a foregoing study of 
the book these topics, although stated, cannot be appreciated. But when 
stated, even without being authenticated, they provoke the spirit of 
inquisitiveness1 2 * by which people are incited to work (2.18). Indeed, when 
reasonable men presume that a thing may be of some tise to them,8 
they (immediately) set to work; whereas when they suspect that it is of 
no use,4 they give it up. (2. 19). Therefore the author of a scien
tific work is especially expected to make at the beginning a state
ment about the connection (between his aim and the subject mat
ter). For it is all very well for writers of romance to make false 
statements in order to amuse,5 but we cannot imagine what would be the 
aim of a scientific author if he went (the length of) misstating his subject- 
matter. Neither (do we see that this actually) occurs. Therefore it is 
natural to expect inquisitiveness concerning such (works). (2.22). If it 
were not stated, the student might possibly think that the subject 
matter served no purpose at all as, e. g., an enquiry about the teeth 
of a crow; or that (the aim) was irrealizable as, e. g., the instruction 
to adorn oneself with the demon Takgaka’s crest jewel which re
leases from fever6 *; or that its aim was undesirable, like the instruc-

1 sämarthyät.
2 samSaya.
S artha-satnSaya.
* anartha-samêaya.
5 Lit., 2.20. «Indeed the words of story-tellers may be imagined in a

different way for the sake of sport etc. (Tib. =  hridadi) ».
« Cp. the same simile T ätp ., p. S. 6.
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tion about the ritual to be followed at the (re-)marriage ceremony of 
one’s own mother1; or that the aim could possibly be attained in an 
easier way than through this book; or again that it was altogether 
useless. If any such presentiment of uselessness arises, reasonable 
men will not apply themselves to the study of the book. By stating 
the subject matter etc. some useful purpose is (always) suggested, 
and this checks the suspicion of uselessness. Reasonable men are thus 
incited to take action. Thus it is clear that the connection (be
tween the subject matter and the purpose) is stated in order that 
the book may be credited with efficiency, since such consideration 
incites human activity.

§ 2 .  R ig h t  k n o w l e d g e  d e f i n e d .

(3.5). Right knowledge is knowledge not contradicted (by ex
perience).1 2 In common life -we likewise say that (a man) has spoken truth 
when he makes us reach the object he has first pointed out. Similarly 
(we can also say) that knowledge is right when it makes us reach 
an object it did point to. But by «making us reach an object» nothing 
else is meant than the fact of turning (our attention) straight to the 
object. Indeed knowledge does not create an object and does not offer 
it to us, but in turning (our attention) straight to the object it (eo 
ipso) makes us reach i t  Again «to turn a man straight to the object» 
is nothing else than to point it out as an aim of a (possible) purposive 
action. Indeed, (one should not imagine) that knowledge has the 
power forcibly to incite a man (against his will).3 * * * * 8

1 This is au indication that Buddhists had in India the same aversion to the 
remarriage of widows as the brahminical Hindus.

2 This is the Buddhist definition of empirical knowledge (eamyay-jiläna = p ra -
matta). It is opposed to the definitions of the M im aip sak as (artha-avabodha),
o f the C ârvâk as {artha-durëana), the N a iy ä y ik a s  (pramä-karana). Mädli-
yam ik a s and Y o g ä cä ra s  held that this knowledge is a transcendental illusion 
(âlambane bhräntam). With this reservation the first accepted the realistic Logic of
the N a iy a y ik s , the second adhered to the reform of D ig n ä g a , cp. my N irv a n a , 
p. 156 n. For V in i tad e va, p. 34.1, 40.13, and Kam a la t i la ,  T a ttv a sg ., p. 392 .6,
the definition refers to the field of experience only (präpaka-visaye) and thus agrees 
both with the Y o g a cara and S a u tr à n tik a  views (ubhaya-naya-samâërayena). 
But the Tipp., p. 18—19, thinks that the Y ogiicâra  idealism is here forsaken and 
the Sau trä n t ika  realism adhered to. As to J in en d ra b u d d h i’s view cp. Appendix.

8 Thus jnänam is a jnäpaka-hetu, not a karaka-hetu. These remarks are 
probably directed against V in lta d ev a  who explains purusärtha =  prayojana, 
siddhi =  sadhaka (grub-par-byed-pa) and pürvaka as hetu. He thus converts 
jüâna into a käraka-hetu. K a m a la sila , just as Dh., defines avisamväditva as
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(3.9). For this very reason (as will be stated later on)1 the 
only ultimate result of an act of cognizing is (simply) a distinct co
gnition. When an object has been cognized, man has been (eo ipso) 
turned towards it and the object reached.2 The (proper) function of 
cognition is thus at an end just after the object has been cognized. (3.10). 
For this very reason cognition is concerned with an object not yet co
gnized. But when it has been first cognized, the same act of cognition 
has also drawn (the attention) of man and has made him reach 
the object, (i. e., reach it by his cognition). Any further act concerning 
that very object cannot be regarded as its cognition.8 Consequently (a 
purposive action directed towards) an object already cognized will not 
be an act of cognizing it.4

(3.12). (Turning now to the different modes of cognition we see 
that) when an object has been apprehended by direct experience,5 it 
has been converted into an object of (possible) purposive action 
through sense-perception. Because (we say) that sense-perception has 
pointed out an object, when the function of that knowledge which 
consists in making us feel its presence in our ken is followed by a con
struction (of its image).6 Therefore (we say) that an object has been 
pointed out by sense-perception, when it is cognized as something 
directly perceived. (3.15). Inference (or indirect cognition, differs) in 
that it points out the mark of the object, and by thus (indirectly) 
making sure (its existence) submits it as an object of possible purpo- 
referring to a possible, not to an actual successful action ( = àbhimata-artha-kriyâ- 
samartha- artha-präpana-Saktimattvam, na tu präpanam eva., op. cit p. 392.7).

1 About pramäna-phala cp. infra, text, p. 14. 16 and 18.8 cp. transi, and notes.
2 The Mi m ä m 8 ak a assumes three stages in the development of every co

gnitive act, the first apprehension (darëana), man’s purposive action (pravartana) 
and the successful reaching of the object (präpana or häna-upädäna), every fol
lowing stage being the result (phala) of the preceding one. According to Dh., the 
first stage alone belongs to the domain of cognition proper, the subsequent idea of 
a purposive action is not an act of cognizing the same thing, cp. T ipp., p .8 .5 , and 
Slokav ., p ra ty a k ça  60—70.

3 Lit., p. 3. 12. «Regarding that very object what can another cognition make 
additionally?»

i  «Reaching» (präpana) as understood by the M im am saka and K aiyil- 
v ik a  means actual successful action; as understood by Dh., it here means possible 
purposive action,prapana-yogyi-karana, cp. T ipp., p. 8 .6 . Cp. Tâ tpary  at., p. 15. 5.

s drsta refers to all sense-faculties, not vision alone.
0 This is the real definition of sense perception, it is conceived as a moment 

of indefinite sensation (rijüâna) w-hich is followed by a construction (kalpanö — 
vikalpa) of a definite image. The definition as given on p. 6.15  is made ripratipatti- 
niräkaranärtham, cp. the same definition infra, text, p. 11.12.
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sive action. Thus it is that sense*perception points out a definite1 
object, (i. e., an object localized in time and space) which appears be
fore us directly,2 and inference likewise points out a definite object by 
way of the mark it is connected with. These two (methods of co
gnizing) point out definite objects, therefore they are right know
ledge. (3.17). What differs from them is not (right) knowledge. Know
ledge is right when it makes us reach the object, and it makes us 
reach it when it has pointed to an attainable object3 But an object 
pointed out in some different way, not according to the above men
tioned two (methods of right knowlegde), is either absolutely unreal 
as, e. g., water seen as a vision in a desert — it does not exist, it can
not be reached — or it is uncertain as to whether it exists or not 
as, e. g., every problematic object. Since there is no such object in the 
world, which at the same time would be existent and non-existent, 
therefore such (a problematic object) can never be attained. (3 .2 1 ) .  
And all imagination4 which is not produced by the (real) mark of the

1 niyata is here contrasted with mm lay a and viparyaya, it is the same as 
nilcita. Cp. niyata-pratibhäsa on p. 8. 10, and niyata-akära on p. 70.11, where 
the meaning of niyata varies.

2 pratibhäsa =  nirbhäsa =  äbhäsa =pratibimbana1 cp. T ipp., p. 12.12.
8 Lit., p. 3 .17. «There is no other vijiiana. What points to an object, which 

it is possible to attain, fetches, and by fetching it is right knowledge». We would 
have a better meaning if this first sentence were united with the following two. 
«Ko other sensation (vijiiana) indicating (ädarlayat—upadarlayat) an object cap
able of being reached is such as «makes reach» (präpaka) and through making 
us reach (the object) is right knowledge». But the Tibetan translation does not 
support this interpretation. Vijiiana in logic loses its meaning of an indefinite pure 
sensation ( =  nirvikalpaka-jiiäna) which it had in Abhidharma where it was con
trasted with »amjiia as a definite idea. With the Y o g ä c ä r a s  and M ädhyam ikas  
it is often contrasted with jiiäna  which has then the sense of transcendental 
knowledge ( =  Tib. ye-les). Here it has the general sense of knowledge, idea, or re
presentation, just as in the term vjjAäna-vädin ; jiiäna and vijüäna are here used 
indiscriminately, as the next following jiiänena proves, anyaj jilänam is then - -  
mithyä jiiänam as p. 3 .23,'cp.my N irvän  a, Index. However there are some contexts 
where, as will be seen below, we must take into account the original meaning oftnjnäna 
or vijüäna-skandha as pure sensation. Cp. V S c a sp a ti’s remark that when jiiäna 
stands instead of vijnäna—viststa-jiiäna it excludes every element of smrti or 
samskära, cp. N . vârt., p. 48. 5—6 and T ätp ., p. 114. 1. But the relation 
may be reversed, cp. J in en d ra b u d d h i, f. 40. a. 7.

4 kalpana meaning primarily «arrangement» (yojanä) and vikalpa meaning 
choice, dichotomy (dvaidM-karana), are both used in the sense of imagination, but 
pure imagination (utpreksana-vyäpära) is distinguished from constructive imagina
tion (Ungaja-vikalpa). A doubt appertains always to the imaginative part of know
ledge,not to sensation,yas tu samlayah, (sa) vikalpakasya juanasya, Tipp., p. 10.11.
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object, whicli operates (freely) without taking notice of limitation (by 
reality) can but refer to a problematic fact (about which we neither 
know) that it exists nor that it does not exist. Such an object can 
never be reached. Therefore every cognition other (than perception or 
inference) is not a source of right knowledge, since it presents an 
object which cannot be reached, an object which is (either) abso
lutely unreal (or) uncertain as to whether it exists or no t1

(3.23). (Sentient beings) strive for desired ends. They want that 
knowledge which leads them to the attainment of objects fitted for 
successful action. The knowledge that is investigated by the theory 
(of cognition) is just the knowledge they want. Therefore right 
knowledge is knowledge which points to reality, (a reality which) is 
capable of experiencing purposive action.1 2 (4.1). And that object alone 
which has been pointed out by such right knowledge can be «reached», 
(i. e., clearly and distinctly cognized), because, as we have stated above 
(p. 4), we understand by .(reaching» an object its definite cognition. 
(4. 2). Now, if there is a divergence between wliat is pointed out (by 
our cognition) and the real object, the latter has either a different

1 The realistic systems as well as, in a limited sense, the Mädhyamikas 
and VedSntins admit additional sources of knowledge, besides perception and in
ference, e. g., testimony, analogy, negation, similarity. Buddhist logic includes 
them all in inference, or indirect knowledge. Therefore whatsoever is neither per
ception nor inference is wrong knowledge. In realistic systems there is also a diffe
rence between promana ( = pramä-karana) and pramä ( = pramäna-phala). In 
Buddhist logic this difference is denied and promana= samyog-jnäna ; the «reaching 
of the object (propano)» which was interpreted above, p. 4, as «reaching by defi
nite cognition» is here taken in the sense of an actual successive action.

2 Although the school of D ig n ä g a  (they are called the later Yogäciiras, or 
the Vijnanavadi logicians, or the Sautriintika-Yogncaras) deny the reality of an ex
ternal world corresponding to our ideas, they in their logic and epistemology in
vestigate cognition from the empirical point of view, cp. C a n d rak irti, M ädhy. 
vp tti, p. 58.14, transi, in my Nirvana, p. 140 ff. Therefore their definition of reality 
as efficiency (artha-kriyä-käritva) and of knowledge as artha-kriyä-sumartha- 
artho-pradarSana are purely empirical. But they contend that their analysis of em
pirical cognition leads to the establishment of an uncognizable transcendental sub
stratum, the sva-laksana-paramartha-sat, the «thing in itself». The validity (prò- 
mänyom) of empirical knowledge is thus established by a subsequent step (para
tali). The question whether the act of cognizing carries in itself (svatah) the feeling 
of its validity, or whether this is due to a further cognition (paratali) is very much 
debated in Indian philosophy. The school of D ig n ä g a  has thus established the 
validity of cognition in opposition to the condemnation of all logic by the M ädhya
m ikas. This promu no-vinxieoya -m da is represented by V «ea sp a ti, T àtpar- 
ya t., p. 7. 28.
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quality or a different place or a different time.1 Indeed every vari
ation in its characteristics (makes the characterized object) «another» 
object. (When we say that) the real object is «other», (we mean) that 
it either has another quality or another place or another time (than 
what is contained in our cognition).2 Thus cognition representing one 
form of the object, is not to be considered as a right cognition when 
the real object has a different form, e.g., the yellow conch-shell seen 
(by the daltonist) is not a right cognition of this conch-shell, since it 
is really white. Neither is cognition right when it wrongly represents 
the place of the object, e. g., the radiance of a jewel seen through 
the chink in a door, when mistaken for the jewel itself which is in 
the room (behind the door), is not a right cognition of this jewel.4 
(4.6.). Nor is our cognition right when it represents the object as

1 The proper plaee for these remarks would have been, as stated by the 
Tipp., p. 11. 8, later on, p. 16, when discussing the non-illusiveness of sense-per
ception. They are directed against V in ita d e v a ’s theory that the image may be 
wrong while sensation is right, since the real object is nevertheless reached by 
subsequent purposive action (artha-mätrasya prüpteh, Tipp., p. 11.4).

2 The law of «otherness», as understood by the Buddhists, is here alluded 
to. Concepts, ideas, objects are artificial cuts in an uninterrupted flow of moments. 
Every variation in time, space and quality (svabhâva) is an indication of some
thing «other» (yad viruddha-dharma-samsrstam tan nana). The identity of an 
idea or an object thus reduces to a single moment which has neither duration in 
time (Mla-ananugata), nor extension in space (deSa-ananugata), nor any quality, 
Isanabhedejia vastuno bhedah, deSa-käla-vyatirikta-avaynvy-ahhävät (read thus 
Tipp., p. 11. 7). From this point of view every definite cognition, since it corres
ponds to a subsequent moment, when the sensation is over, will be a cognition of 
an «other» object, strictly speaking it will be wrong. But empirical cognition re
fers to series of moments (santana), infinitesimal time (suksma-TcaXa-bheda) is not 
taken into account. The definition of knowledge is framed so as to agree with 
realities having some stability, santäna-apeksayä prämänya-laksanam ucyate, 
Tipp., p. 11.16. About «otherness» cp. W. E. Joh n son , Logic I, p. XXXI.

8 Cp. T â tp arya t-, p. 56. Some logiciaus have maintained that since the object 
reached in a subsequent action is the real white conch-shell, the cognition will 
be a right one. But D h arm ottara  thinks that the image of the yellow conch- 
shell is nevertheless a wrong cognition, the white conch-shell is «reached» on 
the basis of another cognition. He has enlarged upon this point in his tîkà upon 
P r a m ä n a -v in isc a y a  of D h a rm a k lrti.

4 The shining of a jewel, as well as of light in general, is moving matter 
{gati-dharman) and spreads in light-waves (taranga-nyäyena). But this is only the 
empirical view. The transcendental reality of what appears as a motion is but a series 
of point-instants in contiguous places following one-another, each representing an 
«other» thing, cp. T â tp a ry a t., p.394. 10. But this theory is here overlooked and 
empirical illusion alone referred to. cp. also N. b. t., p. 69. 2 — na ksanayor virodhah.
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existing at a time when we really do not perceive it. E.g., seeing in 
a dream at midnight an object which we really have seen at noon 
cannot be considered as a right cognition of an object really present 
at midnight.1

(4.8.). (It can be objected) that a cognition of the object’s own 
form or its own place can be admitted, but to cognize its own time, (the 
unique moment to which its real existence) is confined, is impossible. 
However we do not maintain that it should be reached by distinct 
cognition at that very moment to which its existence is confined. We 
have the moment of sensation and the different moment of distinct 
perception. We maintain that we can distinctly cognize that very 
object whose existence was confined to (a previous) moment. (The unity 
which thus appears to exist between different moments) is a unity 
produced by the synthesis of distinct apprehension, and represents (in 
reality) a chain of momentary existences.

(4. 12). (The prefatory sentence) mentions right knowledge 
which «precedes» successful human action, i.e., which is the cause of 
it. The cause exists previously to the result, therefore it is said that 
knowledge precedes (action). If the word «cause» had been used (in
stead of «precedes») we might have understood that right know
ledge is the immediate cause producing successful human action. 
But by using the word ((precedes» its mere antecedence (is elicited).
(4.13). Right knowledge is twofold, it either is (intuitive), directly 
presenting to the mind the right way of action,1 2 or (discursive), di-

1 Lit., p. 4. 2—4 .7 .«  Here the real object which is different from what is pointed 
out has another form, another place and another time. Indeed by combining with in
compatible qualities, the real object is other, and a difference of place, time and 
form is a combination with incompatible qualities. Therefore when apprehending 
a real object in another form cognition is not right in regard of the object having 
a different form, as apprehending a yellow conch-shell (is wrong) in regard of a white 
one. And apprehending what is situated in one place cognitionis not rightfor what is situ
ated in a different place, as cognition apprehending a jewel in the radiance in the chink 
of a door (is wrong) for the jewel in the room. And apprehending what is related 
to another time is not right cognition regarding a real object at a different time, as a 
dream at midnight about an object (seen) at noon is not a right cognition of a real 
object (existing) at midnight». About the Buddhist theory of dream and the cele
brated identification of reality with a dream by the V ijn ä n a v ä d in s  interesting 
remarks are to be found in D h a rm a k ir ti’s San tiin H iitara-sid d h i. But here 
again this theory is overlooked and dream is taken as an illusion in the usual em
pirical sense.

2 artha-h'iyäyn nirbhäsak —  artha-lmyä-sädkana-nirbhösah, cp (Tipp.,
p. 12. 11.
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recting our attention towards a possible object of successful action.1 
Of these two only (the last variety), that knowledge which stimulates 
purposive action, will be here examined. I t merely precedes, but does 
not directly produce successful action. (4.15). When we acquire right 
knowledge we must remember what we have seen before. Remem
brance stimulates will,2 will produces action and action reaches the 
object. Therefore such knowledge is not a direct cause. (4.17). In cases 
when purposive action presents itself directly (the aim) is reached 
straight off and (the process) cannot be analysed. But in cases when reason
able men strive and doubt, it may be analysed. By intuitive know
ledge 8 the aims of man are attained (directly), in such cases men 
have no doubt about their aims. This makes an analysis impossible.
(4.19). Thus it is that the word «cause»4 has been omitted, and the 
word «precedes» used in order to suggest that right knowledge, 
when it is not immediately followed by action, is worthy of being 
analysed.

(4.21). Human action has an aim. That which is aimed at is an 
object, i. e., that which is desired.5 There are objects to be avoided 
and objects to be attained. An object to be avoided is an object which 
we wish to avoid. An object to be attained is an object which we 
wish to attain.6 There is no other class of objects different from these 
two. The indifferent object, since it is not desired, belongs to the class 
of undesirable ones.7

(4.23). Success is the (actual) attaining or avoiding of the object. 
When success is achieved by causes, it is called production. But when 
it is achieved by knowledge it is called behaviour.8 It consists in

1 artha-kriyd-aamarthe must be interpreted as artha-kriyä-sädhana-sa- 
niarthe (T ipp , p. 12. 13, read evatn uttaratmpi. . . . ) .  But an alternative explana
tion is likewise suggested by the T*PP-> P- 12.13-15, according to which artha- 
kriyä-jilänam would be anantara-käranam in the first case, and with respect to 
behaviour it would then be vyavahitam sâdhana-nirbhâsa-jüïinam.

2 äbküäsa, desire.
3 artha-kriyä-nirhhäsejiiäne, lit., «when there is knowledge (sc. conscionsness) 

reflected in purposive action».
* V in ita d e v a  has interpreted pürvaka as meanig hetu. 

artha is here derived from the root arth. the usual etymology is from the 
root r with the umidi suffix than.

6 V in ita d e v a  has explained artha-siddhi as meaning prayojana-nispatti, 
but this is wrong, since samyag-jrläna is a jüäpaka-hetu. not a käraka-hetu, 
cp. Tipp., p. 13. 3.

7 Indifferent objects are assumed by the N a iy a y ik s , cp. TStp., p. 65. 1 ff.
- anusthiina.
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avoiding the avoidable and attaining the attainable. Behaviour con
sisting in such activity is called succesful action.

(5.2.). When the (prefatory sentence) mentions «all successful 
human action» the word «all» is used to indicate the totality of the 
objects, but not the different ways of action. Therefore it is not meant 
that the (above stated) two varieties of purposive action depend upon 
right knowledge, but it is suggested that every successful action, 
whatsoever it may be, the totality of actions, depends upon right 
knowledge. Accidental success through false knowledge is impossible.1

(5.5). Indeed, successful action is possible when (knowledge) has 
rightly constructed2 the object whose (existence) has been pointed out 
by sensation.8 And this is done by right knowledge alone, not by wrong 
knowledge.4 How could cognition which has not rightly constructed 
(its object) lead to successful action? Wrong knowledge indeed does 
not lead to it. That knowledge which alone leads to it is right know
ledge. (5.8). For this very reason it must be carefully investigated. 
And since it is the only cause of every successful human action, 
therefore the author, when stating this, (has emphasized) that «all» 
(success) is preceded by right knowledge.8 (5.10). Thus the meaning 
of the (prefatory) sentence runs as follows,— because every efficient 
action is preceded by right knowledge, therefore this knowledge is 
investigated in the present treatise.

(5.14). The word «investigated» refers (to the method adopted) which 
consists in expounding the subject (indirectly) by refuting all contrary 
opinions. They are fourfold, in so far as they concern the number of 
varieties, their definition, their object and their result.

1 V in ita d ev a  and â à n tir a k ç ita (? ) think that a succesful action may hap
pen accidentally when acting upon a supposition, as e. g., when you approach a well 
and reach water without knowing beforehand whether there really is water in the 
well. They thus interpret the word «all» as referring to both ways of behaviour, 
obtaining and abstaining. They maintain that success is mostly (bâhulyena) achieved 
when acting upon right knowledge, but may be accidentally produced by uncertain 
or wrong cognition. D h. denies that, but he has a special theory about accidental 
successful action explained in his P rà m â ça -v in isca y a -tïk S , cp.T ipp., p. 10.13, 
13. 12 ff., and infra p. 17, 3. Cp. also K a m a la s ila , p. 404. 2 and Dh.’s own words 
above, p. 3—4.

2 präpayati, cp above, p. 4 n. 3.
2 pradarSana =  ädarSana — upadaräana= älocana=nirvikalpaka-pratyaksa.
4 Lit., p. 5 .6 . « What produces the reaching of the shown is right knowledge 

only, what does not produce the reaching of the shown is wrong knowledge».
* Lit., p. 5.10. «The word i t i  is used in the sense of «therefore», yad  and 

tad  are necessarily correlative».
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logical (analysis).1 Hence it is direct knowledge, just as (sensation) 
and other varieties of direct cognition are. Yoga is ecstatic (direct) 
contemplation. The man who possesses this faculty is a Saint.1

(12.9). So much is to be said about the different varieties of di
rect knowledge.

§ 6 .  T h e  o b j e c t  o p  d ir e c t  k n o w l e d g e .

(12.11). Having done with the exposition of the varieties of direct 
knowledge which (includes) no construction and no illusion, (the author) 
proceeds to clear away the misconceptions concerning its object and says,

12. I t s  o b j e c t  i s t h e  ( e x t r e m e )  p a r t i c u l a r .

(12.14). Its object, i. e., the object of the fourfold direct knowledge, 
must be conceived as being the particular. The particular means an 
entity or an essence which is unique, which is shared by nothing else 
(which is the thing in itself).8

1 pramäna-Suddha-artha-grähi either means pramänena Suddham artham 
grhnäti or éuddhârtham pramänena grhnäti. The first would mean pramänena 
Suddham =  pramänena viniScitam, artham =  bhütärtham, grhnäti. The second — 
Suddhärtham =  svalaksanam =  artha-kriyä-käri-ksanam pramänena grhnäti. 
The T ipp., p. 35.1, seems to favour the second interpretation, on p. 24.5 and 24.9  
it uses the word Suddha in a similar way. The expressions Suddhä kalpanä, 
Suddham pratyaksam, Suddhärihah remind us of K ant’s terminology of «reine 
Vernunft», «reine Sinnlichkeit», «reines Object». The definition of right know
ledge as knowledge «not contradicted by experience» (amsamvädi), which sounds 
so empirical, is here, in mystic intuition, interpreted as referring to the transcen
dental object.

* V in îta d e v a , p. 48—49, reckons likewise as yogi-pratyaksa the various 
gifts of supernatural divination and prophesy with which the Yogis are 
credited. D h .’s comment contains here not a single word about them.

8 The peculiarity of D ig n ä g a ’s doctrine about the particular and the gene
ral consists in its conception of the particular as the unique. The existence in 
every direct cognition of «something unique by being present to me in perception» 
is also pointed ont by B o sa n q u et, Logic, L  76. Here it assnmes the rôle of the 
«thing in itself», it is the absolute particular, the limit of all synthetic construction. 
It represents a single moment Qcsana), it has no extension in space (deSa- 
ananugata), no duration in time (kala-ananugata), it is similar to nothing (sarvato- 
vyävrtta), it is unique (traüoJcya-vyävrtta), cp. T ä tp a ry a t. p. 12. 20. It is a 
transcendental reality, since it cannot he realized in a definite representation 
(jhänena präpayitum aSakyatvât). Cognized are only generalities or similarities, 
relations, coordinations, by a synthesis of moments (pürtäpara-ksanänäm abheda- 
adhyavasäyät). It is the absolute reality, the «thing in itself» which underlies 
every efficient empirical reality (dähädy-artba-kriyä). D ig n ä g a  has established
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(12.15). (Every) reality, indeed, has its real essence which is the 
particular (the unique) and a general (imagined aspect). That which is 
apprehended in direct perception is the unique. The object of cognition 
is really double, the prima facie apprehended and the definitely re
alized. (The first is) that aspect which appears directly (in the first 
moment).1 (The second is the form which is constructed in a perceptive) 
judgment.2 (12.17). The directly perceived and the distinctly con
ceived are indeed two different things. What is immediately appre
hended in sensation8 is only one moment. What is distinctly conceived 
is always a compact chain of moments cognized in a construction * on 
the basis of sensation, (e. g., ((this is blue»). And just this con
structed synthesis of a chain of moments is (finally) realized by direct 
perception, because a unique moment can never be realized in a defi
nite cognition. (12.19). (The opposite course is taken by) indirect 
knowledge (inference). An unreality appears in it to the mind, and its 
course consists in distinctly cognizing an unreality as (a kind of) 
reality.5 It apprehends (prima facie) an unreality. But this imagined ob
ject, which is apprehended (by inference), is definitely referred to an 
(imagined) particular. (12. 21). Thus it is that constructed parti
culars are the proper province of inference, but its immediate object 
is an unreality. (12.22). Consequently when the author makes the 
statement that the object of direct knowledge is the particular, he means 
the immediate {prima facie) object (i. e., one moment, the unique).® 

(12.23). Further, how can we recognize (the presence of such a 
momentary) object of knowledge which is the particular?

this point of absolute reality against the M ad h yam ik as who maintained a 
Universal Relativity (Sünyatä) of knowledge, and tried to prove that even this 
«thing in itself» was relative, cp.theinterestingcontroversy about the relativity of the 
«thing in itself» between C an d rak irti and D ig n ä g a  in the M adhy. v j t t i ,  transla
ted in my N irv a n a , p. 149 ff. Cp. T ipp., p. 35 and B ra d ley , Princ.,2 p. 647 ff.

1 yadakaram is an avyaylbhäva =  yasya akäram anatikrämya.
2 yam adhyavasyati. 3 pratyaksasya,
* nUcayena ■= kalpanayä =  vikalpena — adhyavasäyena, cp. Tätp,, p. 87 . 25.
5 For the lit. rendering cp. p. 17 n. 6 (text, p. 7.18).
6 D h a rm a k ir ti evidently uses the term «thing in itself» (smlaksana) in 

more than one sense. The same, as is well known, has happened in European 
philosophy. It means, 1) existence absolutely indefinite, not even differentiated 
into subject and object, it is then grähya-grähaka-kalpanä-apodha—it is the Abso
lute of the Y ogä car as, the Sünyatä in its idealistic conception (buddhy-ätmä), 
cp. my N irvän a , p. 146 ff, the verses quoted in Sarvad., p. 16.7 ff. (B. I.) and the 
concluding passage of S ä n ta n ä n ta ra -s id d h i; 2) the extreme concrete and parti-
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13. W h e n  t h e  m e n t a l  i m a g e  v a r i e s  a c c o r d i n g  
a s  t h e  o b j e c t  i s n e a r  or  r e m o t e ,  t h e  o b j e c t  t h e n  
i s  t h e  p a r t i c u l a r .

(13.2). The term «object» means object of cognition, i. e., an ob
ject which is being cognized. «Near» means localized in a near place, 
«remote» — localized in a remote place.1 (13.3). According as the 
object is near or remote, it produces a different mental image, a dif
ferent form of the directly cognized (first moment), making it either 
vivid or dim.2 (13.4). When an object of cognition produces a vivid 
(flash) of consciousness, if it is near, and a dim one, if it is, although 
remote, but still amenable to the senses, it is a particular. (13.6). In
deed, all (external) reality is vividly experienced when near, and dimly 
apprehended a t a distance. This is (an indication of the presence of) 
a particular.

cular, the Hoe Aliquid—kimeid idam, the pure alambana, existence localized in time- 
space (ksana), the limit of all mental constructions (näma-jätyädi-kalpanä-apodha, 
but not grähya-grähaka-kalpanä-apodlw), the point-instant of efficiency capable of 
affecting our sensibility (artha-Icriyä-samartha) ; it then already contains what 
K ant would have called the a priori forms ol our sensibility, the possibility of coordi
nation (särüpya), if not already some rudimentary coordination; such is the 
meaning here and on this score it is sometimes supposed ( f  ipp., p. 19.10) that 
D ig n â g a ’s school was partly S a u tr à n tik a ; 3) (metaphorically) every concrete 
and particular ( =  vyakti) object, since its substratum is the thing in itself.

1 Y in ita d e v a  has explained sannidhäna as presence in the ken and asan- 
nidhana as total absence, p. 50.1, thams-cad-kyi thams-cad-du med-pa, cp. T ipp., 
p. 36. 9—10. The sütra would then refer to the presence or absence of an object 
in the ken. This interpretation seems much preferable.

3 In order to understand this passage we mnst fully realize that, according to 
Dh.’s terminology, e. g., a fire, the physical object fire, is a construction, hence it is 
a generality or an assemblage of generalities. The strictly particular is its under
lying substratum (upädhi), the efficient point-instant (artha-kriya-samartha). If the 
same reality could change and produce a clear image in one case, and a dim one in 
another, it would not he unique (rüpa-dvayam syät). The author of the Tipp., p. 36. 
14 ff., asks, «But is it not a generality that, heing perceived at a distance, appears 
in a dim image? it is not the particular (point-instant)». And he answers that a 
generality hy itself is something unreal, it does not exist in the sense of heing effi
cient, efficiency always belongs to a point-instant of efficiency. And further, 
p. 37.3 ff., «The clear or dim image of the blue patch is not transcendentally real 
(vastu =  paramärthasat), but that blue which represents the atom, (the underlying 
point-instant) which is capable of heing efficient (is the real object); the clear and 
dim images are produced by the underlying substratum.. . . ,  the real object (ar- 
thatya =  paramSrthasatah) appears as clear or dim not hy itself (paramärthatah), 
but (indirectly) through the clearness or the dimness of the image (jilänasya); an
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(13.8). Further, why is the particular the exclusive object of 
sense-perception?1 Indeed, do we not realize in distinct thought a fire 
(when its presence is indirectly inferred from smoke), as something 
capable of being experienced, (as a permanent possibility of sensation)?

14. T h a t  a l o n e  ( wh i c h  i s u n i q u e )  r e p r e s e n t s  u l t i 
m a t e  r e a l i t y .

(13.11). Ultimately real means something not constructed, not ima
gined. What so exists is the ultimately real. That object alone (which 
contains no construction), which produces an impression sharp or dim, 
according as it is near or remote, is the only real. Since it is just 
that thing which is the object (producing) direct perception, therefore 
the particular, (i. e., the unique moment, the thing in itself) is the 
exclusive object of sense-perception.

(13.14). Why again is this (absolute particular, the non-constructed 
point-instant) alone the ultimate reality?

15. B e c a u s e  t h e  e s s e n c e  of  r e a l i t y  i s j u s t 2 e f f i 
c i ency .

(13.16). What is aimed at is the object. It is either something to 
be avoided or something to be attained. The first repels, the second 
attracts. The object, i. e., the aim, has an action, i. e., produces some
thing. The efficiency, i. e., the capacity to produce something, is 
a force. Just that is the character, or the essence3 of reality, (viz. to 
be a centre of forces). The test (of reality) is to be a force producing 
action (attracting or repelling something). For this reason (the unique,

universal (sämänyasya), on the contrary, does not (change) in its image as clear or 
dim». (Read, p. 37.5, jtlänam na bhavati). According to V initadevaasjsfcuta would 
mean dim in the sense of abstract, imagined, absent.

1 The following words are an answer to an objector who thinks that whatso
ever produces a reflex (pratibhäsa =  pratibimbana) in us is real, the universal 
(sämänya) produces a corresponding reflex, therefore it is also real. It is answered 
that the efficient point-instant is alone ultimately real, the universal does not possess 
any separate efficiency of its own. The existence of a reflex is not a proof of reality, 
because by the influence of the force of transcendental illusion (avidyä-balät) unreal 
things can evoke a reflex. A mental image does not exactly correspond to any 
efficient reality, hecause the image of a universal can he produced without the real 
existence of the universal (rinäpi sämänyena), simply hy the force of inherited 
mental hahit (väsanä-balät), cp. T ipp., p. 38 .2—9.

2 Read, p. 13. 15, — lalsanaträd era vastunah. Cp. H em acan d ra’s 
P ram äna-m lm äm sä, I. 1. 32—83.

3 rüpam =  srarüpam.
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i. e., the point-instant is the only reality). The term «real object»1 is 
synonymous with «ultimate reality».

(13.18). The following is meant. We apply the term «ultimately 
real» to anything (that can be tested) by its force to produce an 
effect.® Such an efficient object (is always localized, it) is either near 
or remote. Depending on (its localization) it produces different impres
sions.8 Therefore such (a localized point) is the ultimately real.
(13.20). This indeed is the reason why purposive actions are realized 
in regard of objects directly perceived, not in regard of objects con
structed (by imagination). (13.21). This explains the fact that an ima
gined object, although we can in thought realize it as something quasi 
visible, is by no means directly perceived, because no purposive action 
is possible upon (such fancied image). (14.1). A (really) perceived object, 
on the other hand, produces purposive action. Consequently real is 
only the particular (i. e., the unique point of efficiency, the thing 
in itself), not the constructed object (of imagination).4

16. D i f f e r e n t  f r o m  i t  i s t h e  u n i v e r s a l  c h a r a c 
t e r  (of t h e  ob j ec t ) .

(14.4). The object of knowledge which is other than the unique 
(point), which does not represent the unique point, is its general cha
racter. An object, indeed, which is distinctly conceived by synthetic ima
gination does not produce different impressions when it is (imagined) 
in a near or in a remote place. (14.6). An imagined fire owes its exi
stence to imagination, and it is imagination that makes it near or re
mote. When it is imagined, may it be as near or as remote, there is no 
different impression on the mind in regard of vividness. Therefore it 
is said to be different from the particular (from the unique). (14.8). The 
universal character of something is that essence which exists owing to 
generality, i. e., that essence which belongs equally (to an indefinite 
number of) points of reality. Indeed, (the fire) existing in imagination 
refers equally to every possible fire. Therefore it represents the uni
versal essence.

1 vasta.
3 artha-kriyä-samartha.
8 Lit. «reflexes», jnäna-pratibhäsa.
* Although Time, Space and Causality are regarded as constructions, hut 

their underlying efficient point-instants are the ultimate reality, cp. infra, 
p. 69,11 (text). They correspond to the second conception of a «thing in itself», 
cp. above, p. 34 n.; it is partly different from the K an tian  one.
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(14.10). (The author) now states that this universal essence can be 
apprehended by indirect knowledge. He says,

17. I t  is  t h e  p r o v i n c e  of  i n d i r e c t  k n o w l e d g e  
(inference).

(14.12). It is the province of indirect knowledge, i. e., it is prima 
fade apprehended1 (by inference).8

For convenience’s sake this remark about the object of inference is 
inserted in the chapter on direct perception, because if it were in
tended to discuss the general essence as the object of inference in the 
(second chapter), it would have been necessary to repeat the whole 
passage in which the essence of the particular is treated.1 2 3 * * * *

§ 7. The result of the act of cognizing.

(14.15). After having repudiated misconceptions regarding the ob
ject of perception, (the author) proceeds to clear away that wrong 
theory which assumes a (difference between cognition and its) result.

18. T h i s  d i r e c t  c o g n i t i o n  i t s e l f  i s t h e  r e s u l t  o f  
c o g n i z i n g .

1 grähya-rwpa.
2 Lit., p. 14.12. «The pronoun has assumed the gender of the (word deno

ting) the subject-matter».
8 As the object cognized through inference we must here understand its im

mediate, prima facie object {grähya-rüpa) which is always an imagined (rikcdpita), 
unreal (anartha) object. When we, e. g., infer the presence of fire from the pre
sence of smoke, we imagine the fire, it is prima facie a fire in general. But the
second step in this act of cognition will he to imagine it as a real fire, a possible 
object of purposive action, a possible sense-datum. Thus the particular sense-da^ 
turn will also be an object cognized ultimately through inference, but indirectly. 
The resnlt (pramäna-phala) of both modes of cognition from this point of view is 
just the same, cp. ch. 11.4. Inference is särüpya-laksanam pramänam, text, p. 6.10, 
but perception is also särüpya-pramänam, 1 .20. The divergence between the 
schools about the object of cognition (risaya-ripratipatti) concerns only this prima 
facie object of each, cp. T ipp., p. 3 6 .5 —6, grahya eva visaye sarvesäm riprati- 
pattili. Since all the exposition is here made with a view to combat divergent opi
nions (vipratipatti-niräkaranärtham), therefore, when it is stated that the object 
cognized through inference is the universal, we must understand only that the first
stage in indirect cognition of reality is not that pure sensation (nirvikalpaka)
which is characteristic in sense-perception. In this there is divergence with the Rea
lists who assume a direct contact (sannikarsa) between the senses and the Universal.


